
COASTAL PLAINS JUNIOR CONVENTION

SPELLING WORDS

able banner brave chain
adult banner bread chair
afraid barber bread chapel
afternoon barn breathe cheese
ahead barrel breeze chew
aid basket bright child
allow bath broke chip
aloud be broke chore
already bead brown chose
although beak buffalo Christ
amen bear build Christian
among beat building cities
amount beautiful burn citizen
angry beaver burn claim
animal become busy claw
answer been butter clay
anteater berries butterflies clean
any Bible butterfly clear
apartment bill buy clear
appear birch cabin clerk
arch birth café climb
Ark birth cage clock
arm birthday calendar clothes
arrive bite Calvary clothing
assure black camera cloud
ate black camper coal
attach bless candle collect
attend blind cannot colorful
August blind can't come
aunt block capital command
autumn board capitol commandment
awake boat carried commune
babies bodies carry complete
baby bone carton confess
bag bottom cash control
bakeries bought cast cool
ball bow castle copper
balloon boxcar cave copy
band brain celery cork

branch certain cost



cotton die fang four
couldn't die far fourth
counsel differ farmer fowl
count dipper fast freedom
court dirt fear freezer
crack displease February freezing
crater dock February freight
cream does feet Friday
creep doesn't fell Friday
crop donkey fellow friend
crown don't few friendly
crown dot few friendship
crumb dough field front
cry draw field frozen
cry dream fifth funny
cub dream fight fur
Monday dress fill furniture
cubit drive final future
curse drop fine future
customer drove fire gas
daily dug fireplace gather
dairy dye fisherman germ
damp early fit get
damp east fix gland
date egg flavor glasses
day empty float glide
dead enemies float glide
dead enemy flood globe
deaf even floor globe
dear evil flour glow
death exact flow goal
December excite flow goat
deed extra food goes
deer eyelash football gold
dentist fact forbid golden
depend fail force goods
desert fair forerunner Gospel
destroy faith fort got
dew families forty government
didn't famous fossil governor
grain honey juice lion
grandparent Monday juicy lip
gray honeybee juicy liquid
graze hook July lives



great hop jump living
Greek hope June lizard
greet horseback jungle load
greet hotel junk loan
ground hotel kangaroo location
group hour kept lock
grove however key lonely
grown huge key loose
guess huge kill lose
guest hundred kind lot
guide hunt kingdom lovely
guitar hunting kiss loving
half husband knife lovingly
hang I'll knowledge lumber
happen I'm ladies lung
happy image lady machine
harp important land magnify
harvest ink landform mail
hatchery inner latitude male
hatchet insect laugh mamma
haven't instead layer mammal
head invent lead manager
he'd iris leader mane
helicopter island leaf many
Hell isn't leap mark
herd its least married
here's it's leaves mason
hiccup I've let's mason
high January letter master
hill January letter mate
hinder jerk lever matter
history Jew liberty May
hoe join life maybe
hoe joy lift meal
holy joyful light meant
holy judge likely melt
member narrow paper population
memorial natural parable port
mention nature parent port
menu needle park postmark
mercy neighbor pass potato
message nerve passage potter
met noise past pottery
metal none pasture pouch



meter nostril pat pound
mile nothing path pour
mill notice paw power
mill number pay praise
million oak peace prepare
mind obey peaceful present
mine object peanut preserve
minibus observe peel press
minister ocean pen pressure
ministry o'clock perch pretty
minute odor perfect problem
mirror off pest product
mission offer piano promise
missionary olive pie protect
mobile once piece provide
model open pilot puffy
moist orchard pine pump
molt order pink pupa
moment ore pipe purpose
Monday Monday plain question
monitor organ play quiet
monkey ought pledge quiet
month outer plot quit
monument over plow quite
moonlight owl plunger race
motion owlet poem radio
mountain pack poison rainbow
mud package polar rainbow
music page pole ramp
music pair polish rancher
name palace pollen receive
narrow pancake poor record
remember seem snack stir
remind sense snap stone
resource sermon sneeze storm
respect serpent snowy stove
return servant soap straight
rice serve soil straw
rise service solar strength
robe settle sold stripe
rode seventh solid student
roll shadow son studied
roof shake sort sturdy
room shampoo soul submit



rope shape space such
row share Monday suit
rub sharp spacecraft summertime
ruler shear spade sundial
rung shelf spank sunflower
rush shelves sparkle sunlight
sad shoe speaker sunshine
sad shore speed supervisor
said shouldn't spell supper
sail sidewalk spent surely
sail sight spider surface
sailor sign spin surge
sake silo splint surround
salamander silo spoke swallow
salt silver spout swarm
Satan simple spread sweet
Saturday sink stage swing
save sinner stair tadpole
scaly sir stamp tail
scratch sixth stand taken
screw sky star tank
Scripture slave started tape
scroll sleet station taught
search slept steamboat teeth
season slope stem temperature
second slow stick temple
section smoke sticker test
seedling smooth still thankful
that's universe windpipe widow
therefore unload wink wife
thick unusual wives wigwam
thick useful woke truth
third usually women Tuesday
though vacation wonder twinkle
thought valley won't allegiance
thousand van woodchuck ancesteor
thread vapor woodpecker aquarium
through vegetable wool communities
throw verse worm hibernate
Thursday victory worry imaginary
thus vine worship movement
tide wait wouldn't memorize
tie waiter written restaurant
tiny wall wrong revolve



tire want ye scientist
tired war yesterday symbol
tithe wash yet squirrel
tomorrow wasn't you'd vegetable
tongue waste you'll refrigerator
took wave young
tool weak you're
torn weak you've
tower Wednesday zoo
tract weight wild
tractor we'll wind
trade we're windmill
train weren't uncle
trap we've understand
treat whale unit
tribe wheat truth
tried wheel

whom


